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Borderlands 3 lost loot glitch

ALL POSTSLost Loot system glitch? That lost loot machine didn't work at all the whole time I was playing? I'm aware of the circumstances: It doesn't take white or green rarities, and it doesn't save things that you've dropped. Am I doing something wrong? Do I have to find a way to activate it first? (edited by Wolfboy762)0Ne, you should be able to just walk to him and press. Idk it
works for me. It sucks manI domt I think saves white or greens0Z from what I see it saves only things from bosses or boss-like fights, and even then seems picky as I once had only two saved items and it should be full. Borderlands 3 [PS4] Borderlands 3 Technical Support There is some trick or parameter that I miss. I had blue+ booty I didn't touch and it doesn't show up in my lost
booty box. It was left empty. I stopped playing with it. A quick traveler from him, and it never shows! 6 likes the same here! I'm glad I'm not the only one. Im on xbox. I hope they solve this problem quickly! 4 Like to put your game mode together. If there is lost prey in the coopcit, it will not work. 10 Likes 1 Like That Fixed It! Thanks for the advice. I was losing my mind. 2 Likes I tried
to switch to my system. Still no weapons in the lost prey of the SDU. Doesn't that love any other advice? 2 You can only change the likes in the main menu. You can't change that in your game. Yes, I have and restarted the game twice. It still doesn't work. 1 Just as you may already know this, but are you aware that it only captures Blue+ level items? 1 Like Hmm... I'm sure I set
the game mode to collaborate before I created my first character. I have one batch of blues and purple from Lost &amp;amp; Found. Then I bought a couple of SDUs for it, and I haven't had anything there since. Someone else in the same boat - the game in cooperation, bought upgrades, no loot to discover? 3 I like I have the same problem. He had a few purples on the ground,
quit and saved, they no longer appear in the machine. exactly what's happening to me Yes, same ... lost a lot and now very upset. 1 Just as the same thing happened to me! Did you find a solution? Well, it works again, but I have no idea what I did. I know I bought SDUs for it – I have all the white rarities of those (only +1 per SDU). I wonder if buying an SDU erases the content or
if it's related to the map you're on? Unfortunately, I didn't follow it. I'm also having trouble with a lost loot machine. I definitely got some items out of it last week, but for the last couple of days, I haven't gotten anything. I deliberately left the blue objects on the ground back and forth (not lifting them), both from enemy drops and from the chest, to test it. He also tried fast travel as well
as quitting the main menu and loading back - no loot is stored in the machine. However, I switched from cooperation to co-op a few days ago, so this could be the source of the problem, as nat_zero_six pointed out. I'll try to switch back tonight and see if he can fix it. However, I can rule out buying lost SDUs loot as the source of the problem. I bought an upgrade to it in a few days.
bluespark: However, I can exclude the purchase of lost loot SDUs as the source of the problem. I bought an upgrade to it in a few days. Same cost as bank and backpack SDU, but only +1 slot ... Let's just say it wasn't a priority for me! 1 Just like that's what's going on for me. It's a pretty big mistake I lost legendary. lvl 38, bought a few sdu for booty box, nothing was ever there,
thought maybe I needed to move on with the story, but at this point it's just broken... I have the same problem. When I look at the lost prey sdu and it shows that my lost inventory of prey is 5/10, but on the machine it says empty. There should be 2 legendary weapons as well. That's very infuriant. next page → Borderlands 3 loot glitch. Imagine playing borderlands 3 since release
and slowly finding everything you need. But then all of a sudden you lose all your equipment: weapons, objects, everything gone. This is exactly what apparently happened to the Borderlands 3 player who complained about his ordeal on the Borderlands 3 subreddit. But the rollercoaster ride of emotion doesn't end there: The community helps the fan and practically pours prey on it
to make up for the loss. Nasty surprise: Reddit user Jimmy2times13 reports in Borderlands 3-Subreddit that he checked in as usual, only to discover in horror that his entire warehouse and bank had been emptied. Apparently, the glitch cost him all his weapons, artifacts, class mods, and shields. Borderlands glitch was actually a fix: The problem is well known and is actually
considered fixed. Shortly after the release of Borderlands 3 fans complained about it, but by then the glitch should not happen anymore thanks to several patches. But apparently he's still doing it. I've been playing these games since day one. It's really my favorite series. I was almost done with everything for this character and I wanted to start Zane playthrough tomorrow... I was
really ready for the DLC with my physique. Borderlands 3 is particularly exciting with its never-ending booty options, which of course makes it even more annoying when suddenly everything is gone. Is it Christmas? Since so many Borderlands 3 fans can understand the anger and disappointment, they started helping Jimm2times13 out of the jem. Through PSN many items and
weapons came one by one. Also from many FL4K players who even gave the right weapons. Touching action &amp; reaction: So lavishly donated borderlands 3 player shows his gratitude in a follow-up post on Reddit. He even promises to return the favor and extra weapons for his supporters. All around a positive pre-Christmas story - except for an unpleasant glitch of course.
Under the original post, many other borderlands players responded to Jimmy's problem. They asked about his contact at PSN and offered to send him some weapons. Fl4K players who watched a similar structure as Jimmy were there as well and offered the right weapons. Unfortunately I don't have video of it because I don't have any recording software. But! What was
happening was that after looting the legendary, my lost prey also had a duplicate of the same thing. The duplicate was always level 50, although I was multiple levels below 50, around level 45-46. This duplication happened with my other 3 friends who were all in my game with me, so it wasn't just with me. I ended up with 4 identical shotguns in one session because of it. Did it
happen to anyone else? Learn how to collect lost loot in Borderlands 3 using the Lost Loot Machine and how to fix it if your box doesn't work. The Lost Loot Machine is an absolute godsayer in Borderlands 3. Tired of running out of space supplies and not being able to catch those pretty rare, Epic, or even higher rarity items? Well lucky for you that's what this new box is for. And in
case your lost loot box doesn't work, we have a simple solution. Thanks to a new addition to Borderlands 3, Lost Loot Machine, you will no longer face the unpleasant problem of mixing around a backpack to make room for more items. Previously, if you found a cool rare weapon that you wanted to sell but couldn't pick up because of a full backpack, you'll need to do some stock
management. Not anymore! The Lost Loot box won't work if your group mode is set to Coopetition. Change your group mode to Collaboration for lost loot to work. The lost loot machine can be found at Sanctuary III, near a fast travel point. With the brand new Lost Loot Machine, Borderlands 3 picks up all the rare or higher gears you leave behind. The device will be stored in the
machine and waiting for you to come pick it up. You won't be able to access your computer until a good piece of the game. You will need to leave Pandora and regain access to Sanctuary, crimson raider mobile base operations. Once you have access to the ship, go to crew quarters and find the lost loot machine waiting in the middle of the area. We have even included a handy
map of the above area to help you find it much more easily. Here's what Lost Loot Machine looks like. In short, all rare or higher weapons will be placed in the Lost Prey machine in the sanctuary as soon as you leave the area. They will be placed in the field only if your group mode is set to Collaboration, so make sure that this mode is activated before you leave valuable weapons.
It should also be noted that the white and green device will not go into the box Loot, only Purple and orange (and probably outside it when the time comes).  Boom, it's that simple. Now that you know how to collect lost loot, be sure to also check out our other useful guides in our Borderlands 3 tutorial and FAQ. Faq.
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